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The LLAMA diagnostic (LLAMA is the Lyman-Alpha Measurement Apparatus) has been re-

cently installed on DIII-D [1] to determine the hydrogen neutral gas density (n0) profile and

thereby, quantify the edge particle source. This previously inaccessible information enables

new insights into edge transport, recycling during transients, fueling asymmetries as well as

divertor detachment. The Lyman-alpha line (Ly-α) emissivity profile, in combination with the

electron density (ne) and electron temperature (Te) profiles from Thomson scattering, allows

reconstruction of the hydrogen n0 profile by solving a rate equation system.

The LLAMA is a pinhole camera system, with a narrow band Bragg mirror, interference

filter and an AXUV photodiode detector array. Its lines of sight (LOS) are below the midplane,

viewing tangentially in the toroidal direction on the high field side (HFS) and low field side

(LFS). Ly-α at 121.6 nm lies in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) range of wavelengths, which has

the benefit of weak reflectivity by any material surface, making a line integrated measurement

achievable in a tokamak environment. For an absolute calibration, the LLAMA is transferred to

a laboratory vacuum enclosure that is equipped with an absolutely calibrated Ly-α source [2].

The AXUV photodiodes allow for a high temporal resolution in the sub-millisecond range.

In the initial diagnostic commissioning, absolutely calibrated Ly-α brightness profiles were

measured at the HFS and LFS of DIII-D in low confinement mode (L-mode) and high confine-

ment mode (H-mode) with varying separatrix locations. Owing to the simple LOS geometry the

measured radiation is inverted to determine the Ly-α emissivity profiles, enabling the evaluation

of the LFS n0 profile. The successful diagnostic commissioning allows the transition towards

regular diagnostic operation enabling a variety of physics studies and constraining interpretative

simulations with 2D boundary codes.
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